
of my belief in God should be apparent� � see ������-
����

absolution n release from the guilt or penalty of an of-
fense �the jury�s verdict of �not guilty� was absolution
in the eyes of the law, but the verdict would always be
�guilty� in the court of public opinion� � see ������

absolutism n a system of government in which the
ruler has unlimited power �concerning absolutism Lord
Acton famously observed that �absolute power cor-
rupts absolutely�� � see ���������

absolve vb to free from a charge of wrongdoing �no
amount of remorse will absolve shoplifters who are
caught, and all cases will be prosecuted to the full ex-
tent of the law� � see ���������

absorb vb 1 to take in �something liquid� through small
openings �most of the spilled water was absorbed by the
tablecloth�
synonyms drink, imbibe, soak �up�, sponge, suck �up�,
take up
related words gulp, guzzle, quaff, sip, slurp, swallow,
swig, swill
2 to hold the attention of �chatting on the phone
doesn�t absorb me so much that I can�t do something
else at the same time� � see ������ 1
3 to make a part of a body or system �local schools will
seek to absorb the new immigrants into the regular cur-
riculum as quickly as possible� � see ������ 1
4 to make complete use of �cleaning the house ab-
sorbed the rest of his energy� � see ������� 1
5 to put up with �something painful or difficult� �some-
how she managed to absorb whatever hardships life of-
fered� � see ���� 2

absorbed adj having the mind fixed on something
�Lori was so absorbed in her book that she didn�t hear
the bell ring� � see ��������� 1

absorbent also absorbant adj able to soak up liquids
especially readily �highly absorbent material that is re-
ally good for wiping off automobiles�
synonyms bibulous, spongy, thirsty
related words osmotic
antonyms nonabsorbent

absorbing adj holding the attention or provoking in-
terest �shell collecting can be so absorbing that you
don�t notice the tide coming in� � see �����������

absorption n a focusing of the mind on something
�forgot to return the phone call due to his absorption in
setting up the new computer system�� see ���������
1

abstain �from� vb to resist the temptation of �had to
abstain from solid food before her surgery� � see ���-
����

abstainer n a person who abstains from alcoholic bev-
erages �for religious reasons she�s been a total abstainer
her entire life� � see ����������

abstemious adj given to or marked by restraint in the
satisfaction of one�s appetites �being abstemious diners,
they avoid restaurants with all-you-can-eat buffets�
synonyms abstentious, abstinent, continent, self-abne-
gating, self-denying, sober, temperate
related words ascetic �also ascetical�, austere� disci-
plined, self-controlled, self-disciplined, self-governed
near antonyms gluttonous, greedy, rapacious, vora-
cious� Cyrenaic, hedonistic, self-pleasing, sensual, syba-
ritic, voluptuous, voluptuary� masturbatory, onanistic
antonyms self-indulgent

abstentious adj given to or marked by restraint in the
satisfaction of one�s appetites �abstentious by nature,
she eats only to satisfy actual hunger�never just for
the sake of eating� � see ����������

abstinence n 1 voluntary restraint in the satisfaction of
one�s appetites �a cleric vainly preaching abstinence in a

world where self-indulgence is regarded as almost a vir-
tue�
synonyms continence, self-abnegation, self-denial, so-
briety, temperance
related words control, forbearance, restraint� disci-
pline, self-command, self-control, self-discipline, self-
mastery� asceticism, austerity
near antonyms gluttony, greed, rapaciousness, rapac-
ity, voraciousness, voracity� hedonism, sensuality, syba-
ritism
antonyms self-indulgence
2 abstention from sexual intercourse �an AIDS-preven-
tion program that relies primarily on abstinence� � see
��������

abstinent adj given to or marked by restraint in the sat-
isfaction of one�s appetites �grew up in a family where
abstinent behavior was expected and self-indulgence of
any kind was scorned and castigated� � see �������-
���

abstract adj 1 dealing with or expressing a quality or
idea �the book deals with abstract matters such as hon-
esty and integrity on the job as well as practical subjects
such as asking for a raise�
synonyms conceptual, ideal, ideational, metaphysical,
notional, theoretical �also theoretic�
related words conjectural, hypothetical, speculative�
cosmic �also cosmical�, intellectual, mental, spiritual�
ethereal, immaterial, incorporeal, insubstantial, non-
material, nonphysical, unsubstantial� impalpable, im-
perceptible, insensible, intangible, invisible� impracti-
cal, romantic, transcendent, transcendental, unreal,
utopian, visionary
near antonyms material, physical� appreciable, detect-
able, discernible �also discernable�, noticeable, observ-
able, palpable, perceptible, sensible, substantial, tangi-
ble, visible� defined, definite, distinct� actual, factual,
real
antonyms concrete, nonabstract
2 using elements of form �as color, line, or texture� with
little or no attempt at creating a realistic picture �Cub-
ism is a style of abstract art in which natural forms are
broken up into geometric shapes�
synonyms nonfigurative, nonobjective, nonrealistic,
nonrepresentational
related words expressionist, expressionistic, impres-
sionist, impressionistic� symbolist, symbolistic
near antonyms lifelike, natural
antonyms figurative, naturalistic �also naturalist�, non-
abstract, objective, realistic, representational

abstract n 1 a short statement of the main points �the
scientist wrote a bare-bones abstract of his research and
conclusions� � see �������
2 a visible representation of something abstract �as a
quality� �a recent college valedictorian who�s been
hailed as the very abstract of what�s right with today�s
young people� � see ����������

abstract vb 1 to draw the attention or mind to some-
thing else �personal problems abstracted him so persis-
tently that he struggled to keep his mind on his work�
� see �������� 1
2 to make into a short statement of the main points �as
of a report� �took the 135-page report and abstracted it
in three short paragraphs� � see ���������

abstracted adj lost in thought and unaware of one�s
surroundings or actions �the man on the train seemed
somewhat abstracted, and he did indeed forget to get off
at his stop� � see ������������ 1

abstraction n something imagined or pictured in the
mind �to a people who have lived under one dictator-
ship after another, democracy and freedom are mere
abstractions� � see ���� 1

abstruse adj difficult for one of ordinary knowledge or
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tice �a ruling from the bench is expected any day now�
� see ����� 3

benchmark n something set up as an example against
which others of the same type are compared �this prize-
winning biography will be the benchmark against which
all others will be judged in future years� � see ����-
���� 1

bend n 1 something that curves or is curved �it�s hard to
see around that bend in the road, so be careful�
synonyms angle, arc, arch, bow, crook, curvature,
curve, inflection, turn, wind
related words kink, warp� circle, ring, ringlet, round�
coil, curl, curlicue �also curlycue�� buckle, convolution,
flexure, fold, loop, spiral, swirl, twist, winding� incurva-
ture, reflection� decline, inclination, incline, slope� cor-
ner, turnoff� dogleg, hairpin
2 the act of positioning or an instance of being posi-
tioned at an angle �did knee bends for exercise� � see
����

bend vb 1 to cause to turn away from a straight line �she
bent the blade of the knife when she got it jammed in
the drawer�
synonyms arch, bow, crook, curve, hook, swerve
related words arc, round� incurvate, incurve, inflect,
reflect� deflect, divert� entwine, kink, swirl, turn, twine,
twist, veer, warp� coil, curl, enroll �also enrol�, loop, spi-
ral� dent, dimple� meander, wave, weave, wind� decline,
incline, slope
antonyms straighten, unbend, uncurl
2 to occupy �oneself� diligently or with close attention
�bent herself to the task for the rest of the day� � see
����� 2
3 to point or turn �something� toward a target or goal
�bent all of his efforts toward making his first documen-
tary film� � see ��� 1
4 to turn away from a straight line or course �the
stream bends slightly to the east� � see ����� 1
5 to change so much as to create a wrong impression or
alter the meaning of �attorneys bending the facts to put
their client in the most favorable light�� see ������ 1
6 to cause �something� to hold to another �bend a leash
to the dog�s collar� � see ������ 1

bender n a bout of prolonged or excessive drinking
�didn�t remember a thing after the all-night bender� �
see �������

bending adj marked by a long series of irregular curves
�the river takes a long bending path to the sea� � see
������� 1

bendy adj, chiefly British able to bend easily without
breaking �the kids love to use bendy straws�� see���-
����

beneath adv in or to a lower place �a ranch house with
all of the rooms on one floor and a combined basement
and garage beneath� � see ����� 1

beneath prep in a lower position than �sat beneath him,
on the floor, for the group photo� � see ����� 1

benediction n 1 a prayer calling for divine care, protec-
tion, or favor �the priest offered a benediction for the
missing children� � see �������� 1
2 something that provides happiness or does good for a
person or thing �the library�s silence was a welcome
benediction to someone, like me, who needed to con-
centrate� � see �������� 2

benefaction n a gift of money or its equivalent to a
charity, humanitarian cause, or public institution �the
generous benefaction from an anonymous donor meant
the animal shelter could stay open� � see ��������-
����

benefactor n one that helps another with gifts or
money �an anonymous benefactor gave the school a
dozen new computers�
synonyms angel, donator, donor, fairy godmother,

Maecenas, patron, sugar daddy
related words benefactress, patroness� almoner, alms-
giver, philanthropist� altruist, bestower, contributor,
giver� helper, subscriber, supporter� guardian angel,
protector, savior �or saviour�
near antonyms beneficiary, donee, giftee, recipient

benefic adj promoting or contributing to personal or
social well-being �the belief that participation in sports
has a benefic influence on a young person� � see ���-
�������

beneficence n 1 a gift of money or its equivalent to a
charity, humanitarian cause, or public institution �the
town library stays open primarily through beneficences
from concerned residents� � see ������������
2 sympathetic concern for the well-being of others �a
religious leader whose beneficence is felt by all who
meet him� � see ����������

beneficent adj 1 having or marked by sympathy and
consideration for others �a beneficent couple who are
regular volunteers at a homeless shelter� � see ��-
���� 1
2 having or showing a concern for the welfare of others
�a beneficent effort to help out the needy during the
holidays� � see ���������� 1
3 promoting or contributing to personal or social well-
being �cultural activities have a beneficent effect on a
community that can�t be measured in dollars and cents�
� see ����������

beneficial adj promoting or contributing to personal or
social well-being �tutoring can often be as beneficial
and rewarding for the tutor as for the student receiving
the help�
synonyms advantageous, benefic, beneficent, benig-
nant, favorable, friendly, good, helpful, kindly, profit-
able, salutary
related words gratifying, rewarding, satisfying� auspi-
cious, promising, propitious� advisable, desirable,
healthful, healthy, salubrious, salutiferous, wholesome�
gainful, lucrative, remunerative� ameliorative, amelio-
ratory, bettering, constructive, supportive
near antonyms damaging, deleterious, harmful, injuri-
ous, insalubrious
antonyms bad, disadvantageous, unfavorable, un-
friendly, unhelpful, unprofitable

benefit n 1 a thing that helps �it would be a real benefit
if you could keep track of what you have already
bought� � see ���� 2
2 something that provides happiness or does good for a
person or thing �the meal service is a great benefit to in-
valids and the elderly� � see �������� 2

benefit vb to provide with something useful or desirable
�his summer internship benefited him in two ways: by
giving him some tuition funds and by offering vital
work experience�
synonyms advantage, avail, help, profit, serve
related words succeed, work �for�� aid, assist� better,
improve� content, delight, gladden, gratify, please, sat-
isfy� bless
near antonyms hinder, impede� damage, harm, hurt,
impair, injure� afflict, distress, upset

benevolence n 1 an act of kind assistance �self-effac-
ing as well as selfless, he refused all public acknowl-
edgement of his many benevolences to the community�
� see ����� 1
2 kindly concern, interest, or support �her benevolence
towards her employees was such that she actually let
one live in her home temporarily� � see �������� 1
3 sympathetic concern for the well-being of others �an
actress who was admired for her benevolence as for her
beauty� � see ����������

benevolent adj 1 having or marked by sympathy and
consideration for others �a benevolent willingness to
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call off vb 1 to draw the attention or mind to something
else �she was about to tell me the big news when her at-
tention was called off by the arrival of another guest��
see �������� 1
2 to put an end to �something planned or previously
agreed to� �called off the party after half of those in-
vited couldn�t make it� � see ������ 1

callous adj having or showing a lack of sympathy or
tender feelings �the callous comment �It�s just a fish,�
when the boy�s pet died, made him cry� � see ���� 1

callow adj lacking in adult experience or maturity �a
story about a callow youth who learns the value of hard
work and self-reliance�
synonyms adolescent, green, immature, inexperi-
enced, juvenile, puerile, raw, unfledged, unformed, un-
ripe, unripened
related words babyish, childish, infantile, infantilized,
infantine� boyish, girlish, juvenescent, kiddish, young,
youngish, youthful� maidenly, virginal� ingenuous, in-
nocent, naive �or na�̃ve�, tender� unknowing, unsea-
soned, unsophisticated, untrained, untried
phrases wet behind the ears
near antonyms advanced, precocious� knowing, savvy,
sophisticated, worldly, worldly-wise
antonyms adult, experienced, grown-up, mature, ripe

calm adj 1 free from storms or physical disturbance �af-
ter a stormy night of high winds and driving rains, the
day dawned on a calm sea�
synonyms halcyon, hushed, lown �dialect�, peaceful,
placid, quiet, serene, still, stilly, tranquil, untroubled
related words balmy, clement, equable, gentle, mild,
moderate, temperate� clear, cloudless, fair, rainless,
sunny, sunshiny, windless
near antonyms blizzardy �also blizzardly�, blustery,
squally, windy� extreme, foul, intemperate, nasty, se-
vere
antonyms agitated, angry, inclement, restless, rough,
stormy, tempestuous, turbulent, unquiet, unsettled
2 free from emotional or mental agitation �bystanders
tried to help the injured person remain calm while they
waited for the ambulance to arrive�
synonyms collected, composed, cool, coolheaded,
equal, level, limpid, peaceful, placid, possessed, recol-
lected, sedate, self-composed, self-possessed, serene,
smooth, together, tranquil, undisturbed, unperturbed,
unruffled, unshaken, untroubled, unworried
related words even, even-keeled, steady, well-adjusted,
well-balanced� imperturbable, nerveless, unflappable,
unshakable� centered, disciplined, equable, self-con-
tained, self-controlled� affable, breezy, devil-may-care,
easygoing, happy-go-lucky, laid-back, loosey-goosey,
mellow� carefree, nonchalant, unconcerned� assured,
confident, self-assured� aloof, detached, dispassionate,
indifferent� bovine, impassive, phlegmatic, sober, stolid�
relaxed, relieved, tranquilized �also tranquillized�
phrases at peace
near antonyms anxious, bothered, distressed, uneasy,
unquiet, unsettled, worried� jittery, jumpy, nervous,
restless, skittish, tense� high-strung, unstable, uptight
antonyms agitated, discomposed, disturbed, flustered,
perturbed, unglued, unhinged, unstrung, upset
3 free from disturbing noise or uproar �the room be-
came much calmer once the rowdy tour group had left�
� see ����� 1

calm n 1 a state of freedom from storm or disturbance
�vacationing city dwellers who are tired of the hustle
and bustle enjoy the calm of the secluded mountain vil-
lage�
synonyms calmness, hush, peace, peacefulness, placid-
ity, quiet, quietness, quietude, repose, restfulness, se-
reneness, serenity, still, stillness, tranquillity �or tran-
quility�

related words lull, pause, respite� silence� mildness,
soothingness� comity, concord, harmony� casualness,
easygoingness, informality, laid-backness, relaxedness
near antonyms clamor, din, noise, racket
antonyms bustle, commotion, hubbub, hurly-burly,
pandemonium, tumult, turmoil, unquietness, unrest,
uproar
2 freedom from disquieting or oppressive thoughts or
emotions �the batter always exudes an aura of calm,
even in clutch situations� � see ����� 2

calm vb 1 to free from distress or disturbance �the pres-
ident�s reassuring words did much to calm the public
during the national emergency�
synonyms becalm, compose, lull, lullaby, quiet, qui-
eten �chiefly British�, salve, settle, soothe, still, tranquil-
ize �also tranquillize�
related words appease, conciliate, hush, mollify, pac-
ify, placate� allay, alleviate, assuage, ease, lay, mitigate,
quell, relax, relieve, solace� narcotize, sedate, stupefy
near antonyms aggravate, heighten, intensify� arouse,
excite, foment, incite, rouse, stir �up�, work up
antonyms agitate, discompose, disquiet, disturb, key
�up�, perturb, upset, vex
2 to gain emotional or mental control of �he calmed
himself before continuing the eulogy� � see �������
1

calm �down� vb to become still and orderly �the sea fi-
nally calmed down, making it safe for small craft to ven-
ture forth once again� � see ����� 1

calming adj tending to calm the emotions and relieve
stress �a calming glass of warm milk� � see ��������
1

calmness n 1 a state of freedom from storm or distur-
bance �the unusual calmness of the lake gave its surface
a strikingly glassy appearance� � see ���� 1
2 evenness of emotions or temper �her resolute calm-
ness in a crisis serves her well as a nurse in the emer-
gency room� � see ����������
3 freedom from disquieting or oppressive thoughts or
emotions �a teacher who handles even the most vexing
situations with a clearheaded calmness� � see ����� 2

calumniate vb to make untrue and harmful statements
about �the short-lived Sedition Act of 1798 made it ille-
gal to calumniate the President of the United States� �
see �������

calumniation n the making of false statements that
damage another�s reputation �his campaign�s reliance
on calumniation seems out of keeping with his claim
that he�s a new kind of politician� � see �������

calumnious adj causing or intended to cause unjust in-
jury to a person�s good name �a calumnious campaign
ad that went well beyond the negativity to which voters
had become so richly accustomed� � see ��������

calumny n the making of false statements that damage
another�s reputation �a blogger whose site is little more
than a foulmouthed forum for calumny and rumor-
mongering� � see �������

camaraderie n the feeling of closeness and friendship
that exists between companions �weekend retreats that
are intended to foster camaraderie within the upper
echelons of the corporation� � see �������������

Camelot n an often imaginary place or state of utter
perfection and happiness �that year spent in Spain
studying art was their personal Camelot� � see ����-
���� 1

camouflage n clothing put on to hide one�s true iden-
tity or imitate someone or something else �the soldiers
must wear protective jungle camouflage while on pa-
trol� � see �������� 1

camouflage vb to change the dress or looks of so as to
conceal true identity �camouflaged the military camp
as a native village� � see �������� 1
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